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Products and Services
Welcome to Digital Nursery! We manufacture and install great looking and hugely beneficial IT
equipment especially for the early years sector. We also offer unique online services, 360 degree
support and special membership services, all of which adds up to an unprecedented and unique
service.
We offer: * Digital Notice Boards
 * Touchscreen Computer tables
 * Targeted and pre-approved software
 * Your own secure portal for storage and sending of children’s work via
* Digital Nursery
 * Digital Club for extra support and exclusive offers

We have two specific products which work wonderfully independently of each other, but
even better when they operate in tandem.

Digital Notice Boards are a fast, efficient and high impact way of relaying information and
showing everyone the very best of your children and your nursery or school.

They are simple to use and show photographs, video, children’s art work, Power point
presentations and even video from your place of work or national TV. They make a real
impact in reception and entrance areas, getting messages to parents through hugely useful
ticker tape facility and showing them just how busy and interested they have been during
the day
In summary the Digital Nursery Board can;-








Display Children’s art work
Deliver messages and notices to parents and staff
Play videos of activities
Shows stills of the children at play or on trips & events
Show live feeds of activities
Play live TV

All of this can help to raise children’s self-esteem, encourage participation, increase
parental involvement, promote nursery activities and show your establishment at its very
best!

Touchscreen Learning Table for nurseries and schools
Touchscreen technology allows children to learn through genuinely interacting with the
applications by using the most natural way of showing or indicating; by pointing and using
their fingers! Whether it is creating a picture, making decisions within a story, learning
about shapes and colour…the options are endless.
The Digital Nursery C-Point is a robust and attractive touchscreen table which children,
teachers and parents love to use and is available in a number of colours and sizes.

By far the most popular function has been the painting and picture program where children
can draw their own pictures using pens, pencils, crayons, paints, sponges and so on, all
through one touch of their finger and without any of the mess.
The pictures they make can be saved or
printed for the children to take home
or even sent directly to the Digital
Notice Board where all the parents,
teachers and other children can see it.
It can also be used to add to, enhance
and manipulate existing photographs or
even turn photographs into pastels,
water colours or oil paintings.

The table will come with interactive teacher/carer led games installed such as Made in Me
and Mouse Music and there will be more to download directly from our website as we
progress.

We will make new programs available as we develop them and these inexpensive and valuable
additions to the table’s capabilities will be able to be downloaded over the internet.

The table is waterproof, extremely robust and the screen is made of extra thick
shatterproof material. Lockable wheels have been added for easy manoeuvring around the
nursery but solidity when in use.

It is simple to use, with an easy to follow menu which allows the children to explore within
the applications but to remain in a safe and secure and wholly appropriate learning and
playing environment.

Targeted and pre-approved software
Our table comes pre-loaded with some great
software and activities, and in order to keep it
fresh, there is much more available from our
website. We have our partner page where our
friends in the software world, such as Mouse
Club, Yellow Door and the Land of Me, who
games and activities already appear on our
table, have their other offerings, final
chapters and so on, available to download.
Then there is our standard page where other
providers place their games and activities.
But whoever the software provider is, it has all
been pre-vetted by us and you can be sure it is
suitable and appropriate for your nursery.
Shown here are a few Examples of what we
have to offer, for the full range, please visit
the website!

To see what we have to offer visit www.digitalnursery.co.uk!!!

Testimonials – what our customers say
“We considered buying a TV and PC and linking them together, but this proved more
difficult than we thought and didn’t give the impact we wanted.
After some investigation I came across Digital Nursery and their friendly and professional
approach, couple with the simplicity of the plug and play display made it an easy decision.
“We didn’t have to think about buying the right bits and pieces as they did it all for us and
we got it in a lovely bright colour which we were able to choose.
“The children love seeing their work on the big screen and its so easy to put it on that the
older children often help do it and we can change it several times a day if we want.”

Catherine, MD of Kiddies Corner, York
“As a children's day nursery we can highly recommend Digital Nursery as a company. The
screen that we have purchased from them for our foyer, is eye catching and easy to use
whilst still boasting clever technical features. The customer service we have had from
10squared has been excellent. Their technical support and sales team are friendly and
always available to help. Parents who bring their children to our nursery have commented on
how effective the screen is in getting across our messages to them and how much they love
seeing photographs of their children having fun at nursery.”

Karen Hazelden (proprietor) and Michelle Smith (manager)(Karen, Owner of
Triangle House Day Nursery, Sowerby Bridge)

Digital Club
Supplying and installing our equipment is not where the story ends. You have
already seen that we offer more software in order to keep your equipment up
to date interesting and exciting; we also offer inclusive warranties to ensure
your equipment is always working.
Now we have opened the Digital Club for our customers who wish to get the
very best out of the equipment; Members of the club will enjoy;-

 Special offers on additional software
 First releases and previews of new games and activities for the
table
 Free advice/refreshers on using compatible software such as
Power point and video for the screen
 Reduced prices on software downloads
 Free prize draw for best suggestions to enhance our products
and offerings
…….and all for just £2 per week!!

